
TOPOLOGY ON K
A set Ack is open or closed

if f fi A is open or closed

in B for every
characteristicmap

6

A SUBCOMPLEX of a CW complex X is
a subspace Acx which is a union of cells
of X such that the closure of each all in A

ÉsxafiptÉg in
A ie A is a cw complex
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Any simplicial complex is a cw complex

The sphere Sh has the structure of a

cell complex with just two cells C and

en the n cell being attached by the

constant map s e
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Advantage s is a subcomplex of sht
We also define

dimension

És def go
d
in each

we have
two cells

BUILDING SPACES FROM

CW COMPLEXES

PRODUCT galls of F
X E 11 F cw complexes

XI ÉxF is also a ar complex

where
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n
exe l ee Ek clefs kts n

and the characteristicmaps
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Complication For completelygeneral
CW complexes xx I as a cell complex

sometimes has finer topology than the

product topology though the two coincide

it either X or Y has finitely many

cells

QUOTIENT
X a Ao complex A a subcomplex

of A YA has a natural on

decomposition as a do complex

The cells of Ya are the cells of X A

plus one new o cell the image of A

in VA
The characteristic maps for cells are

characteristic maps of cells from E

composed with the quotient map YA
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A

Other constructions suspension join
wedge sum smash product see Hatcher

THEOREM
Let A be a subcomplex of X V an

open neighborhood of
A in X then

an open neighborhood
V exists ACV

TCU such that A is a strong deformation

retract of V Hatcher A 5 page 523



CELLULAR HOMOLOGY
Cellular homology is a very efficient

tool for computing

of CW complexes
based on degree

calculations

Let K be a cw complex Consider

Ken D it no we take k'd

This
space has a basepoint that we

denote by We have Kyon I V Sh
GEIN

BY 9k KYI shes
P T projection to

this composition of maps the 6th sphere
sends 2B to es this in the

composition is injective on By bouquet

Ins
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Let ZIM LI BY and At F ZD Ken

be the map coming from all the

characteristic maps to We have

f 2247 c Ken

Also not Hn 247,2217 69341131,288

LEMMA

FI fo A Hn BIBBY Hackerkind
ZEIN

Check for 0
Is an isomorphism

Hp Ken Ken 0 Aptn
can be rephrased as



In
8 famp 138,282 Hp

KenKen1

is an isomorphism for all p

because HplBY B8 0 Kp n

Proof

Hp Z 22 Hp kin Kent

inducedby inclusion f e
MmmarTankt

5 lemma

Hp B1 1381803 Hp ka Kaluga

I
indued by excision

by inclusion

Hp 1488,138103 HpKalk'dKMKEE.to
Induced by
a homeomorphism ying



I D KADu fathnnulus deer
and

f is an isomorphism

LEMMA

The following diagram commutes

Hn KenKen11 Im Kent

In f 1 Meal for
HnCB 2B 72in 2B

been
connecting
homomorphism

Proof
The LES for homology of pairs is

natural with respect to maps



Consider the LES of Ken Kenn

Hpu Ken Ken
D

Hp Ken
il Hpckin Hplk Ka

If p n then it is surjective

if p n 1 then it is injective

it p n n t then it is an isomorphism

Fix a positive index p o By induction on n

it is easy to show that Hp ka
o tp n

Basis no Hp Kla O K j 0

Similarly it is easy to show
that

for pan we have the exact sequenceO

O Hn Kent Hn KentKenftp.ikcnD HNCKM 0

jm I
Brij In Hm KentKin27

and
Mn 2 KG21


